[Exploring Chinese medicine and Western medicine group modules in acute phase of ischemic stroke disease].
Under the theoretical guidance of "combination of disease and syndrome， correspondence between syndrome and prescription， and dynamic space-time"， 11 135 acute ischemic stroke patients were collected from hospital information system(HIS) of many 3A grade hospitals of traditional Chinese medicine. Complex network analysis was adopted to obtain the core syndrome elements in different periods of acute ischemic stroke patients， and it was found that the core syndrome elements were blood stasis syndrome， phlegm， endogenous wind， Yin deficiency， Qi deficiency， heat， hyperactivity of liver Yang， liver， and kidney of patients in hospital for the first day， and during 8-14 d in hospitalization， the core syndrome elements were blood stasis， phlegm， Yin deficiency， Qi deficiency， endogenous wind， hyperactivity of liver Yang， liver， and kidney. The data with "improved" and "cured" treatment outcomes were adopted for complex network analysis and correlation analysis to identify the Chinese and Western medicine group modules in patients with different disease conditions in different phases after hospitalization. It was found that the Chinese and Western medicine modules within 14 d after hospitalization mainly included "blood-activating and stasis-dissolving module "consisted by "anti-platelet drug + circulation-improving medicine(or anticoagulant drug and anti-fibrinogen drug， et al) + blood-activating and stasis-dissolving drugs"， as well as "stasis-dissolving and phlegm-reducing module" consisted by "anti-platelet drugs + circulation-improving medicine(or anticoagulant drug and anti-fibrinogen drug， et al) + phlegm refreshing drug". The core Chinese and Western medicine modules in patients with urgent and general conditions within 7 d after hospitalization mainly used "blood-activating and stasis-dissolving module" and "stasis-dissolving and phlegm-reducing module". Three or more Chinese medicine and Western medicines module with more than 1% utilization rate was not found in the patients with critical disease condition in admission. The urgent， general and critically ill patients in admission mainly used "blood-activating and stasis-dissolving module" in 8-14 d. From the real world medical big data research， it was found that the combined use of Chinese and Western medicines were consistent with "combination of disease and syndrome， correspondence between syndrome and prescription， and dynamic space-time" theory， and multiple multidimensional dynamic Chinese medicine and Western medicine group modules of "patient-syndrome-drug-time-effective" at the acute ischemic stroke stage were dug out， forming the method of Chinese and Western medicine combination research based on electrical medical big data.